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By ST AFF REPORT S

Brands prepared for the future by reaching out to younger generations.

From embracing new social media platforms to investing in startups centered on retail innovation, brands sought
out opportunities to propel themselves forward. Others found entry-level appeal through new purchasing options.

Here are the top five brand moments from last week, in alphabetical order:

Cond Nas t Traveler June/July 2016 cover

Cond Nast Traveler is using music to inspire readers' summer travel plans in a collaborative effort with Pitchfork, an
online music magazine.

For the June/July issue of Cond Nast Traveler, the magazine has paired with Pitchfork, also in the Cond Nast stable,
to prepare a Spotify playlist for summer vacations. Audio connects to consumer sentiment in ways similar to
images, but taps more heavily into nostalgia and sense of place, causing marketers to curate soundtracks for stores
and campaigns and to translate a brand's message (see story).
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Image courtesy of DuBois  et fils

Swiss watchmaker DuBois et fils  is  embracing the sharing economy with the launch of a rental program.

The sharing economy strategy allows consumers to try before they buy, with some opting to never fully commit via
purchase, has become increasingly popular in the luxury industry. While horology membership clubs already exist,
DuBois et fils ' approach differs by leveraging the rental retail model alongside value-adding storytelling (see story).
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French department store chain Galeries Lafayette is championing retail and fashion technology startups with a new
strategic partnership.

Galeries Lafayette announced May 23 that it has entered a partnership with global innovation platform Plug and Play,
which has invested in brands such as PayPal and Dropbox, to support and accelerate the development of startups in
the retail and fashion sector. With an industry-wide move toward omnichannel, Galeries Lafayette is likely to directly
benefit from the startups working, and the technologies developed, within its innovation incubator with Plug and
Play (see story).

U.S. apparel label Michael Kors is appealing to Japanese consumers with the launch of its official account on Line,
the most popular communication application in the country.

To celebrate its premiere on the platform, Michael Kors has teamed up with Japanese illustrator Yurie Sekiya to
create a series of sharable stickers featuring an exclusive character, trend-setting fashionista DJ Michelle the Cat.
These branded emojis will not only enable loyalists in Japan to share their affection for the label, but they will also
spread awareness of the Michael Kors' positioning and image (see story).

Missoni Home's  2016 Anemones  collection

Italian fashion house Missoni is adding its colorful aesthetic to the Miami skyline.

The Missoni Baia, a 57-story luxury condominium tower, is  located at 777 N.E. 26th Terrace, directly on the shore of
Biscayne Bay. Missoni has had a successful home interior line since 1981 and briefly outfitted a hotel in Edinburgh,
Scotland until 2012, but the Missoni Baia tower is the brand's first residential project (see story).
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